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About the Book
Leaders have the power to take their organizations to great heights. The corporate leaders, therefore, need to acquire and continuously
upgrade their skills, knowledge base and foresight for building and motivating their teams and creating an atmosphere for success. The book
deals extensively with the entire gamut of corporate experience and various disciplines with leadership roles clearly delineated therein. Human
angles include the soft-skills leaders need to develop, the ethical code and the moral value systems that make leaders successful are discussed
at length in the book.
The book takes the students into the corporate leadership psyche as it extends to team building exercises, solving ethical issues as it also
deliberates on the difficulties faced by the leaders while bringing in changes in the organisational streams, like corporate structure, culture,
plans and policies, besides its vision, mission, goals and objectives. The book offers practical solutions for handling these problems.
The book covers all the strategic areas taught in the MBA and PGDM programmes with case studies.

Salient Features
 Covers the corporate leadership aspects in eleven chapters, explaining soft skills, different role of the managers, and solving ethical problems

on a broader perspective.
 Provides case studies on organizational behavior, Microsoft Inc. USA, and Asian Paints Ltd. at the end of the book.
 Every chapter ends with an end note summarizing the topic.
 Provides practical solutions for handling problems faced in this context.
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